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How are you feeling?

Please make sure you talk to your grown ups about how 
you are feeling regularly.  Remember you can also talk 
to myself using seesaw as well if you want to. 



Reading for fun!

• https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/56169423

• Read this article about a box of items that belonged to 
Charles Darwin.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/56169423


Thursday 25th February 2021

Spellings

Handwriting (B2-U27)
less 

A restless, sleepless night.

6 minute
7 natural
8 opposite
9 position
10 quarter

1 eighth
2 fruit
3 heart
4 history
5 increase



Guided reading text- Pages 98 and 99 of The Indian in the Cupboard by Lynne Reid Banks

Whilst reading these two 
pages from our class story 
book each day, can you try to 
identify examples of Tier 1, 2 
and 3 vocabulary throughout 
the week? These will be useful 
on Friday when we 
traditionally look at the 
vocabulary we have learnt this 
week. Remember Tier 1 is 
basic vocabulary eg, big; Tier 
2 focuses on improved 
vocabulary that might not be 
used in every day language 
eg,gargantuan; and Tier 3 is 
subject specific vocabulary eg, 
transparent is linked to the 
subject of Science.



Guided Reading – AF2

• Listen to chapter 8 from start 
to 6 minutes 36 seconds.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=eGhztS3PJu4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eGhztS3PJu4


Guided Reading – AF2



Fluent in 5

2x9= 
9x9=
7x9=
1x9=
11x9=
6x9= 
8x9=
3x9=
12x9=
4x9=
5x9=
10x9=



Maths

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Fluency 1

Maths



Fluency 2

Maths



Reasoning 1

Reasoning 2



Problem Solving



Maths

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Punctuation Ladder
Can you add fronted adverbials onto these sentences?

Mum came round the corner.

Omri pulled the tin plate out of the bag.

He pulled apart the Meccano and built a stand.

Little Bull chomped on the beef.

Patrick begged Omri to let him use the cupboard.

Can you write your own sentence that uses a fronted 
adverbial?



English
-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



English

My two plum trees are
So gracious. See, they flower.

One now, one later.

Today we will be learning about Haikus.

What is a Haiku?

Haiku poems are a traditional Japanese art form. Here are some 
examples...

Winter is coming.
Snow will be arriving soon.
We should rake the leaves.

Have a go at reading them out loud.



English
What did you notice about the poems?

Think about:
• the poem’s theme;
• how many lines are in each poem;
• how many syllables in each line.

My two plum trees are
So gracious. See, they 

flower.
One now, one later.

Winter is coming.
Snow will be arriving soon.
We should rake the leaves.

Three lines in each 
poem.

5 syllables in first line
7 syllables in middle line
5 syllables in final line

Final line is a comment or 
observation on the 
theme.

natural 
theme

Now have another go at reading them out loud, thinking about the rhythm and syllables.



English

In our poetry genre we will be focusing on poems 
written by Carol Ann Duffy (who also wrote The Lost 
Happy Endings)

Let’s look at some examples of her haikus.

Can you spot the features of a haiku?



English



English

We are going to write our own haikus. 

As haikus are often linked with nature we are going to 
have a walk outside on the school field (you might go 
into the garden/to the park at home) to decide what to 
write about.

Write down some words that you thought of when you 
went for your wonder outside.



English

Now I would like you to have a go at writing a haiku. 
Remember:

5 syllables in first line
7 syllables in middle line
5 syllables in final line

Three lines in each 
poem.

Natural theme

Final line is a comment or 
observation on the 
theme.



English

Once you have written your haiku I want you to read 
your poem aloud and send me a recording on seesaw of 
you reading your poem.

Once you have written one haiku, you might decide to 
write a few with different themes like Carol Ann 
Duffy.



English
-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Mile Track 

Home Learning Task ~ 10 minutes physical activity 



Outdoor Learning



RE

-How do you think this lesson will help you improve or build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in this subject/topic/area today will be of use to you in the future?



RE

Who do Christians and Jews believe created the world?



RE

Because Christians believe God is like a father or mother to the 
world they believe that God wants us to look after the world 
and protect it. 

Make a list of ideas about what things our planet needs to 
protect it. Think about:

What animals need, what flowers and plants need, what the 
Planet needs.



RE Christians believe that we are all ‘stewards of the Earth’. 

What is ‘stewardship’?

Stewardship is the job of supervising or taking care of 
something

If you owned a big estate or park and you employed 
someone to look after it (manage it), what would a good 
manager do? What would a bad manager do?



RE

Are human beings good managers of the world or 
bad managers? Why?



RE

How do you think God might feel about how we are 
looking after the world?

Draw 2 pictures called ‘creation loved’ and draw a 
picture ‘creation spoiled’.

Which world would you prefer to live in?



RE

-How do you think this lesson will help you improve or build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in this subject/topic/area today will be of use to you in the future?



Computing

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?



Computing



Computing

This is our last lesson about coding. For our last lesson we 
will be having a go at text-based coding.

You will need to log on to:



Computing



Computing Remember to watch the videos.



Computing

-How do you think this lesson 
will help you improve or 
build your knowledge?

-Was there anything you 
want to go back over again?

-How do you think learning in 
this subject/topic/area today 
will be of use to you in the 
future?


